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EasyIPLookUP is a lightweight software
application whose purpose is to help you find out
information about IP addresses, such as country,
country code, city, region, and other details. The
advantages of being portable Since this is a
portable program, it is important to mention that
it doesn’t leave any traces in the Windows
Registry. You can copy it on any USB flash drive
or other devices, and take it with you whenever
you need to search for data about IP addresses
on the breeze, without having to go through
installation steps. Intuitive layout You are
welcomed by a well-organized set of functions
that allows you to carry out the searching
process with minimal effort. Everything is kept
as simple and clear as possible, so even rookies
can learn to configure the dedicated parameters
without having to consult a help manual. The
workspace is quite interactive, as it displays a
map which automatically highlights the IP
location. Main features EasyIPLookUP gives you
the possibility to perform DNS lookups or carry



out search operations by the connected IPs. The
tool provides a list with the connected IP
addresses and allows you to get extra
information about the selected ones.
Additionally, you can make the app show or hide
private IPs. You can gather information about
the country region (code, number of regions and
cities, IPs, blocks), city (number of cities, name,
blocks), as well as area (city, blocks, latitude and
longitude coordinates). What’s more, the
program empowers you to export data (e.g.
country code, country, region code, IPS, city,
latitude and longitude coordinates, area), and
other user-selected details to CSV, HTML, or
XML file format. When it comes to configuration
options, you can make the utility automatically
search for IP data when you type in or paste an
ID address, display hints and sounds when a new
IP is connected to your computer, adjust the
Google Map size, make it stay on top of other
apps, as well as alter the map’s transparency.
Bottom line All in all, EasyIPLookUP provides a
simple yet efficient software solution when it
comes to helping you get information about IP
addresses and localize their position on a map.



What’s New in EasyIPLookUP 1.0.1: Fixed an
issue with an incorrect interpretation of the
parameters. Fixed an issue with IP data missing
from CSV files. Fixed an issue that could cause
the map
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Key macro enables you to create customized
keyboard shortcuts to be assigned to macros,
that is, you can assign any combination of
keyboard shortcuts to each of the keyboard’s
keys. In addition, the application creates a macro
for each of the keys on your keyboard, which you
can assign a name and a shortcut to. For
example, you can create a macro called “F11” to
launch your Web browser, assign a shortcut to it
and save the combination to the “Macros” menu,
which you can access by pressing the F11 key.
Key macro also lets you edit the macros.
Features: Advanced macro editor Supports all
the Windows Keyboard Scanners, including



those in Windows Vista Supports both the OEM-
based or custom assignable scancodes Supports
multiple macros per keyboard key Supports all
the Virtual/Emulated/Assigned keys Easy to use
Quick and convenient to set up Supports all
keyboards Supports right-click mouse Keyboard
and mouse emulation Supports all pointing
devices Supports multiple users Supports
environment variables Supports VMware users
Supports all keyboards Customizable Supports
all keyboard devices Supports all pointing
devices Supports right-click mouse Supports
multiple users Supports environment variables
Note: Macros must be enabled in Options.
Storage Manager Description: You can create
different types of folders for storing your media
content. You can create an empty folder (New
Folder) or add files and folders to the created
folders (Add to Files, Add to Folders, New Folder
and Create Folder). The application comes with a
library of built-in ready-to-use folders (Movie,
Music, Pictures, Documents, Downloads, Videos).
You can also create your own folders (New
Folder) by typing the name of the folder, adding
it to an existing folder or moving it to a different



location. When you move a folder to a different
location, you can automatically copy its content
to other folders (When moving to the same
directory, the copied content is omitted). You can
enable automatic backup of your content (Note:
The option is not available for Windows Vista).
You can also arrange your folders in different
groups (New Group) and name them. This way,
you can organize your media content more
effectively. You can set up the appearance of
each folder by providing the background and
icon of a different folder (color and image). You
can also change the 2edc1e01e8
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What's New in the EasyIPLookUP?

EasyIPLookUP is a lightweight software
application whose purpose is to help you find out
information about IP addresses, such as country,
country code, city, region, and other details. The
advantages of being portable Since this is a
portable program, it is important to mention that
it doesn’t leave any traces in the Windows
Registry. You can copy it on any USB flash drive
or other devices, and take it with you whenever
you need to search for data about IP addresses
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on the breeze, without having to go through
installation steps. Intuitive layout You are
welcomed by a well-organized set of functions
that allows you to carry out the searching
process with minimal effort. Everything is kept
as simple and clear as possible, so even rookies
can learn to configure the dedicated parameters
without having to consult a help manual. The
workspace is quite interactive, as it displays a
map which automatically highlights the IP
location. Main features EasyIPLookUP gives you
the possibility to perform DNS lookups or carry
out search operations by the connected IPs. The
tool provides a list with the connected IP
addresses and allows you to get extra
information about the selected ones.
Additionally, you can make the app show or hide
private IPs. You can gather information about
the country region (code, number of regions and
cities, IPs, blocks), city (number of cities, name,
blocks), as well as area (city, blocks, latitude and
longitude coordinates). What’s more, the
program empowers you to export data (e.g.
country code, country, region code, IPS, city,
latitude and longitude coordinates, area), and



other user-selected details to CSV, HTML, or
XML file format. When it comes to configuration
options, you can make the utility automatically
search for IP data when you type in or paste an
ID address, display hints and sounds when a new
IP is connected to your computer, adjust the
Google Map size, make it stay on top of other
apps, as well as alter the map’s transparency.
Bottom line All in all, EasyIPLookUP provides a
simple yet efficient software solution when it
comes to helping you get information about IP
addresses and localize their position on a map.
Key Features: • EasyIPLookUP will download
updates automatically • No need to uninstall and
install every time • The program will detect the
presence of new hardware • Customizable
Google Maps • Best Results in DNS Lookups •
Works with Private IPs • Hints and sounds on the
connection of new IP • Support for IP and
address lookups • Export to CSV, HTML and
XML • Select a file format for resultsQ: Running
a tensorflow model I am



System Requirements For EasyIPLookUP:

Windows 10/8.1/8/7/Vista/XP Intel CPU
i3-5010/i5-5200/i7-5500 Intel Pentium 4-5200 1
GB RAM 2 GB HDD 1024 × 768 display Show
More... Similar Software Popular Downloads:
Norton 360 - Symantec Software Norton 360
offers a complete suite of security products that
make the Internet safer and easier to use.
Norton 360 keeps you protected with the power
of Norton's
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